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MG500

Not only these, but they also offer exceptional sound reduction allowing for 
privacy to be had amongst clients or for important internal meetings.

Flush Glazed Sliding Folding

These glass movable walls have panels constructed with an aluminium frame and 
come finished with a flush sheet of toughened glass to both sides of the panel, 
giving a flush glazed appearance. They work especially well when installed in 
office spaces and impresses anyone who may see them, whether they be 
stakeholders, important clients or business partners.

- Acoustic reduction from 37dB to 46dB
- Floor-supporting
- Panel widths 500mm to 950mm
- Height up to 4,000mm
- Pass door as standard
- Centre-folding or end-folding stacking options
- Slimline edge profiles
- Frame powder coated to any chosen RAL colour

Key Facts:

Panel Thickness                                                                                          71mm

Min. Panel Width                            500mm

Max Panel Width                           950mm

Max Panel Height                       4000mm

Acoustic Rating                                                                            37dB to 46db

The benefit of the MG500  is that we require no structural support within the 
ceiling meaning this product can be installed anywhere. With the slim back 
painted boder you have clear view visual lines allowing a superior light flow 
around the office, cost-effective installation, flexibility in the work environment 
as well as the simple fact that they look elegant and classy. 

MG500



ModernGlide Ltd is owned by business partners Neil O’Halleran and Aran Meadows. 

Their approach to business can be summed up in two simple phrases – “we can’” 

and “we care”.

The company was formed in 2015 and has enjoyed continual growth year on year, 

completing many prestigious projects in this period. Neil & Aran share over 40 years 

experience in the movable wall/folding partition industry and they are both very 

proud of the products and services ModernGlide offer to their customers throughout 

the UK.

As expert suppliers of moving walls and acoustic panels, we understand the 

individual components of any movable walls you have.

We meet the clients servicing needs nationwide, whether you are in need of work 

being undertaken on folding partitions, acoustic glazed doors, solid movable walls 

ModernGlide have you covered.

So when your movable wall is due a service or you think that something isn’t as 

smooth as it used to be, we have our experts on standby to come and resolve the 

issue. We offer multiple maintenance packages that are flexible to you and your 

needs.

What We Do

Who We Are

Servicing

 - Cleaning and lubrication to the track and roller system

 - Roller inspections and replacements

 - Panel adjustments

 - Operable seal checks

 - Profile inspections

 - Replacement parts and operating handles

 - Relocation of existing operable walls

 - Full service reports

Our Maintenance Services:
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